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Project 1: Neural network algorithms for numerically solving differential equations

Mentor: Dr. Duan Chen

Project description: Differential equations [1] are important mathematical models that can simulate
phenomena in many real world problems, such as Newtonian mechanics, fluid dynamics, electromag-
netism, etc. As students have learned in MATH 2171 and MATH 3171, exact solutions of differential
equations are impossible to be obtained for most cases. Instead, numerical approximations of ordinary
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(ODEs) or partial differential equations (ODEs) are pur-
sued. Traditional computational methods include finite dif-
ference method [2] and finite element methods [3]. On the
other hand, machine learning algorithms, especially deep
neural network (DNN) [4], play significant roles in almost
all corners in daily life, from distinguish a dog from a cat, to
the autopilot of Tesla. DNN also serves as a modern tool for
solving differential equations, with many computational ad-
vantages, such as easy treatments for high-dimension, com-
plex geometry, or nonlinearity, etc.

This project focuses on solving various ODEs and PDEs,
subject to different physical domains, by using deep neural
network algorithms. Based on calculus of variation the-
ory [5], ODEs or PDEs can be formulated as optimization
problems. Depending on methodolgies, DNN algorithms for
solving PDEs can be classified as the deep Ritz method [6],
and the physics-informed neural networks [7]. As a research
project for undergraduate students, it provides a good com-
bination of students’ knowledges in courses of MATH 2164,
2171, and 3171. Generic computational algorithms will be developed in the project, and they will be
applied to specific applications for simulations.

REU students’ role. This project assumes basic knowledge of calculus, linear algebra, and ordi-
nary/partial differential equations. If needed, students will be trained with Python coding skills.
Students will spend the first two to three weeks studying classical theories and methods of differential
equations, as well as computational optimization. Meanwhile, students will be introduced to Python
packages for numerical linear algebra and neuron network. In the following weeks, students will for-
mulate the chosen research question as an advanced computational problem for solving PDEs, and
will learn from the literature about different approaches for various applications. The student will
draw conclusions and finalize reports of the study.
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